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Sentry Global Infrastructure Fund
Performance summary
•
•

The fund returned -0.5% for the third quarter.

The fund’s quarterly return was largely built in July and August and was partially given back in
September. Energy and industrials continued their strong performance from Q2 while utilities
managed to perform in line. High exposure to energy and industrials contributed to
performance while low exposure to utilities protected the fund from the sector.

Contributors to performance
•

•

•

A notable contributor to fund performance was Cheniere Energy. Cheniere gained through the
quarter with strength in the energy markets generally, but the gain was amplified by solid
second-quarter results and the decision to proceed with additional LNG export facilities
underpinned by accretive offtake contracts.

Another notable contributor to performance over the period was Canadian Pacific Railway,
partially due to the increased volumes in coal and crude. CP also benefitted from weakness in
Canadian National Railway that allowed the company to quickly build market share. CP will
continue to add low cost business in Q4 and continues to be on track to hit the high side of its
guidance.
Other notable contributors: Kinder Morgan, Macquarie Infrastructure Corp., Atlantia and
Algonquin Power.

Detractors from performance
•

•

Emera shares fell after a bad quarter in August (Q2). Lack of funding clarity has generated
concerns about dividend stability. Strong performance from Tampa Electric is a reminder that
the company has achieved effective diversification and we believe Emera has enough growth
opportunities to deliver superior growth rates.

Boralex shares fell due to a weak Q2 and fears regarding Ontario and France, two key
jurisdictions for Boralex. In Ontario, fears around growth and contractual uncertainty were
noted as concerns, as the June change in government reduced support for renewable power
initiatives. In France, measures of wind power were weak, producing concern that future cash
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•

flows would be weaker than expected. We believe these concerns to be temporary, and the
share decline to be overdone, and we have added to the position.
Other notable detractors: Tokyo Gas, Vinci, Polaris Infrastructure.

Portfolio characteristics – Other
•
•

•
•
•

The fund’s U.S.-dollar hedge was between 15% and 50% for the quarter and ended the quarter
at approximately 35%.
The Canadian weight in the fund rose from 29.5% to 31.5%, while U.S. exposure has also
increased from 34.8% to 39%. The North American weight has increased because of stock
performance and the reduction of exposure to Europe.
Notable additions include CKI and China Longyuan.

Names that exited the portfolio include Tokyo Gas, Atlantia and Liberty Global.

Intra-quarter changes in exposure included reducing exposure to Pembina Pipeline, Kinder
Morgan Canada, Corp America Airports and increasing exposure to Avangrid, Atlas Arteria and
Boralex.

Outlook
•

•
•

•

Within the infrastructure space, we believe the biggest challenge for 2018 continues to be how
to best take advantage of economic growth conditions that have an offsetting valuation impact
through interest rate increases.

Utilities will continue to feel the pressure from raising rates and may struggle until their market
sentiment changes and defensives become more attractive.
We are comfortable with the fund’s high exposure to energy, given growing North American
energy production and commodity price strength that provides strong counterparties to our
midstream companies and growing opportunity to make accretive investments. We will revisit
the exposure if economic expectations deteriorate after the U.S. midterm elections.

We expect our exposure to industrial assets to remain high, though this sector (particularly
airports) is attracting additional regulatory scrutiny. Economic growth is providing increased
profits on operational leverage. While these securities have greater sensitivity to equity
markets, we are generally constructive on the ability of these companies to use their pricing
power to take advantage of economic growth. After a tragic event during the summer, we
remain out of Atlantia because we think Italian regulatory risk is not yet fully priced. The rest of
Europe continues to be interesting to us given the acceleration of infrastructure spending.
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•

We expect the Canadian dollar to be flat overall versus the U.S. dollar and we have adjusted
hedges accordingly.
Class F Returns (in %) as at
September 30, 2018

Sentry Global Infrastructure Fund
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.
Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total
returns including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends or distributions and do not take into account
sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced
returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
The statements contained herein are based on material believed to be reliable. Where such statements are based in whole
or in part on information provided by third parties, they are not guaranteed to be accurate or complete. CI Investments Inc.
and its affiliates and related entities are not liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or damage
suffered.
The contents of this piece are not to be used or construed as investment advice or as an endorsement or recommendation of
any entity or security discussed.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that are
predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,” “will,”
“should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions. Statements
that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and
actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of future
performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS contained herein are based upon
what CI Investments Inc. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor
the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider
the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and
specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
CI Investments® and the CI Investments design and logo are registered trademarks of CI Investments Inc. Signature Global
Asset Management™ and Signature Funds™ are trademarks of CI Investments Inc.
CI Investments Inc. is a sub-advisor for certain Sentry Funds. Signature Global Asset Management and Sentry Investment
Management are divisions of CI Investments.
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